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Figure 1.1: Time-history of the catalogued population [1] 
and parts thereof [7], These definitions encompass the four main sources of space 
debris, namely inactive pay loads, operational debris, fragmentation debris and mi-
croparticulate matter. Inactive payloads are those formerly active payloads which 
can no longer be controlled by their operators. Over 1000 inactive payloads are cur-
rently in orbit [4]. Most of these are spent satellites. Operational debris are those 
objects associated with space activities, which remain in outer space. Most of these 
objects fall into the category of launch hardware and include rocket bodies, apogee 
kick motors, satellite fairings and release mechanisms. Also included are items of 
space trash as jettisoned by both American astronauts and Soviet cosmonauts and 
various 'odds and ends' ranging from an astronaut's glove to one of the Hubble 
Space Telescope (HST) solar arrays. Fragmentation debris is produced when space 
objects breakup up as a result of explosions, collisions or possibly other unknown 
phenomena. Fragmentation debris accounts for nearly half of all catalogued space i. i7v:rftof)[;c]rTo;v 3 
objects [4], Explosions may be deliberate, to prevent recovery or as part of anti-
satellite (ASAT) weapons testing for example, or accidental. Accidental explosions 
have generally occurred as a result of a propulsion system failure, with 'dead' rocket 
bodies (e.g. Delta 2nd stage, Ariane V16 3rd stage) containing fuel residuals being 
historically the worst culprits. Apart from the P-78 (Solwind) U.S. ASAT test in 
1985, there have been no fragmentations to date which can be irrefutably classified 
as being collision-induced. A number of events are suspected of being so, however, 
most famously the breakup of Cosmos 1275 [8]. Even though the evidence to support 
the collision theory is very strong in some cases, these events are generally pigeon-
holed in the 'unknown' category. The cause of around 40% of the 120 plus recorded 
on-orbit breakups remains unknown [4]. Microparticulate particles are thought to 
number somewhere in the billions to trillions and are typically in the //m size range. 
Such particles are generally produced by exhaust plumes and nozzle erosion from 
solid-propellant rocket motors (SRMs) and also spacecraft surface degradation, due 
to radiation exposure, thermal cycling and atomic oxygen erosion. Hypervelocity 
impacts can also produce very small debris particles. 
Disregarding objects beyond geostationary Earth orbit (GEO), space debris is 
primarily located in three regions of space: low Earth orbit (LEO), geostationary 
transfer orbit (GTO) and GEO. LEO can be considered as being a spherical shell, 
bounded below by the Earth's atmosphere at around 200km altitude and above by 
more-intense regions of the Van Allen radiation belts at around 4000km altitude. 
LEO is the most densely populated region of space, housing a variety of commercial 
and military satellites. It is also the region in which manned space activities take 
place, e.g. shuttle flights, space stations. Approximately two thirds of debris is in 
LEO (three quarters of that below 2000km) [3], mostly in near-circular orbits [4, 9]. 
Concentrations of debris exist around the 900-1000km and 1400-1500kra [4, 10] 
altitude bands due to fragmentations close to these altitudes and the lack of orbital 
'cleansing' from atmospheric decay (Figure 1.2) [1]. Models of the debris population 
and its long-term evolution [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] indicate that these regions (the 900-
1000km band in particular) may already be unstable. Once a critical density of <000 
Figure 1.2; Spatial density of debris vs altitude and latitude [1] 
objects is reached, the rate of fragment generation from collisions will exceed the 
rate of removal by atmospheric drag. Hence a 'chain reaction' or 'collisional cascade' 
will occur and the debris population will increase even if no more objects are placed 
in orbit. This would render much of near-Earth space unusable. The occurrence 
and speed of propagation of such a cascade is found to be dependent on the number 
of 'large' objects in orbit, e.g. satellites, rocket bodies, and their location, since the 
most likely type of on-orbit collision is 'target-projectile' [11]. This type of collision 
corresponds to a larger 'target' object being hit by a much smaller piece of debris. 
Thus the likelihood of a cascade occurring would be reduced by limiting the number 
of objects left in orbit (e.g. by de-orbiting spent stages/satellites, revising launch 
practices), placing satellites in less crowded orbital regions and ideally removing 
existing large items of debris [7, 12, 16, 17]. 
GTOs are highly elliptical orbits (eccentricity around 0.73) which link low alti-1. IffjTf&ODITCGrTOTV 10 
geometries indicated a clear link between the microparticles encountered and Mob 
niya orbits [34]. Over 30000 craters were discovered on the spacecraft as a whole, 
ranging from less than a micron to 5mm in size [3, 35]. The East (ram), North and 
South faces received the majority of the impacts [36], with the ram side dominating 
the 'lee' side by around a factor of 10 [35, 37] (Figure 1.5, from [37]). Simula-
tions [18, 38] have shown that debris in elliptical orbits are capable of encountering 
the rear faces of spacecraft such as LDEF. Impact crater chemical analysis suggests 
that around 10-15% of the impacts on the rear surfaces were caused by orbital de-
bris and probably around double this on the front and side surfaces [5, 39]. The 
percentage of debris impacting the trailing and 'end' surfaces is much greater than 
originally predicted, indicating the presence of significant amounts (possibly as much 
as 30 times the level expected [35]) of debris in highly elliptical, low inclination, or-
bits [40]. Generally, however, both the meteor and debris fluxes derived from LDEF 
crater data showed reasonable agreement with modeljjredictions [39, 41]. 
Data from the EURECA spacecraft supports the LDEF-derived fluxes. EU-
RECA's attitude was sun-pointing and its impact record was found to lie between 
the LDEF maximum (ram face) and minimum (trailing face) accordingly [42]. Over 
1000 impacts were recorded on the EURECA and HST arrays which are visible to 
the naked eye (the largest craters being in the 0.5-1 cm size range) but there was no 
functional failure on either EURECA or the Hubble array which can be related to 
an impact [43]. The impact records of LDEF, EURECA and the HST array suggest 
that the debris and micrometeor environment is unlikely to cause catastrophic fail-
ures on Space Station Alpha, but over the course of its lifetime the station will be 
hit repeatedly and most likely suffer a number of 'small' failures [35]. The measured 
crater flux from a French debris/meteor experiment deployed outside the Russian 
MIR space station was found to be higher than expected when compared with that 
determined from LDEF, however, even taking into account the differences in orbital 
altitude and inclination between the two spacecraft. It is possible, therefore, that 
the environment of a permanently manned space station is populated by a large 
number of short-lived debris, giving an increase in the debris flux experienced above 1.2 Project Description 
1.2.1 Project Overview 
The funding for the work described in this thesis was initially provided by the BNSC 
(British National Space Centre) and channeled into a CASE (Cooperative Award in 
Science and Engineering) PhD project by the DRA (Defence Research Agency) at 
Farnborough. The main aims of the CASE scheme are to help forge a stronger link 
between industry and academia, allowing industry to play a driving role in certain 
key areas of university research and providing students with experience outside the 
academic environment. The technical objectives of this PhD were, therefore, pri-
marily set out by the needs of the sponsor, the DRA, with the direct usefulness and 
relevance of the work to the space industry being a major concern. Fortunately, the 
potentially conflicting interests of the sponsors needs and the PhD's demands for 
originality of work have been met together through the development of state-of-the-
art simulation software. The software produced complements the DRA's existing 
and developing capabilties and has been written with the requirements of satellite 
designers and operators firmly in mind. Included in the software are a number of 
novel developments which also make the work eminently suitable for PhD consid-
eration. The software is as applicable for pure scientific research as it is for the 
performance of industrially-focussed case studies. 
1.2.2 Technical Objectives 
The overall objective of the PhD is to examine the interaction between the debris 
cloud produced by an on-orbit fragmentation event (e.g. a hypervelocity collision 
or explosion) and specific orbiting space systems (satellites, satellite constellations, 
space stations). Such a breakup event will give rise to concentrations of debris which, 
for some time after the event, will have spatial densities considerably higher (possibly 
by orders of magnitude) than the background flux. Thus, a detailed knowledge of 
the extent to which the cloud will grow over a given time period, and an accurate 
assessment of the risk of collision for a spacecraft passing through it. are important 16 
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Figure 1.6: SDS software suite 
model for producing and controlling non-isotropic fragment spreads. TRAJEC-
TORY acts as a test-bed for orbit propagation techniques, providing the facility 
for convenient and direct method comparison. EVOLUTION enables the complex 
dynamics of debris growth to be visualised and in particular the effects of propaga-
tion method to be examined. Program TARGET employs a novel implementation 
of the method of probabilistic continuum dynamics to perform collision hazard as-
sessments for spacecraft which encounter debris clouds. Among the additional new 
developments available for use in TARGET are the consideration of atmospheric 
drag, a direct interface with a non-isotropic cloud model, the use of a cellular target 
spacecraft representation and impact energy-related damage assessment algorithm, 
and a built-in satellite constellation analysis facility. 
The SDS suite constitutes a fully-integrated software package, orginally written 
to operate in X-Windows on the Sun Sparc workstation cluster in the Department 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics at the University of Southampton. The software 
has also been installed at the DRA in Farnborough and has been fully documented 
according to the retrospective application of the DRA's Informal Software Proce-
dure, which is based upon a derivative of ESA PSS-05 Software Engineering Stan-i. irV^TftODf/C^jTZO/V 17 
dards [49]. The modelling capabilities of the SDS software suite are illustrated and 
tested through the use of several case studies, including the simulation of several 
historic fragmentation events and the debris cloud collision risks to EN VIS AT-1 and 
the Iridium™ satellite constellation. The results produced by the software are val-
idated by comparisons with other simulation software and, wherever possible, with 
actual breakup event, debris impact and object orbit data. 
1.3 Thesis Structure 
The structure of the thesis follows a logical progression through the various stages 
of the overall modelling approach and the software developed. Chapter 2 sets the 
scene for the remainder of the thesis by reviewing the current state-of-the-art in 
debris cloud modelling, looking at both the simulation of the breakup event and the 
subsequent evolution of the fragments produced. The various techniques employed 
to calculate collision probabilities for spacecraft encountering the cloud are also 
discussed. 
Chapter 3 describes the models used to simulate an on-orbit fragmentation event 
and how these models are implemented into program BREAKUP. The different 
breakup scenarios are discussed and compared, and the different methods employed 
to generate a debris cloud from the fragment distributions produced are outlined. 
Particular attention is given to BREAKUP'S novel parametric technique for creating 
a non-isotropic spread of fragments. Program BREAKUP is then used to simulate 
a number of actual documented fragmentation events for results validation and to 
'showcase' the new non-isotropic cloud model. 
Chapter 4 examines a variety of orbit propagation techniques applicable to frag-
ment trajectory calculation. These include two linearised relative motion methods, 
Keplerian propagation, Keplerian propagation with the analytical addition of per-
turbation effects and numerical integration. The implementation of these meth-
ods, along with a novel second-order state transition matrix method, into program 
TRAJECTORY creates a unique oi bit propagation comparison and analysis facility, ci,c)[/D TuroDfci/Uoxrc; TiEJCZPfrvTcziLUsc? 21 
of the fragmentation. In practice, this method is complicated by the effects of orbit 
perturbations, in particular Earth oblateness effects, and also by the poor definitions 
of nodal positions due to the relatively small changes in orbit inclination that are 
produced. 
2.1.2 Types of Breakup Model 
In general, breakup models can be organised into three families - complex, semi-
analytic and empirical. Complex models are based on fundamental physical princi-
ples and include hydrodynamic (hydro) codes and structural response programs [58, 
59]. Semi-analytic (or semi-empirical) models are developed from theoretical ex-
pressions but are normally calibrated through the use of experimental data. These 
models have a rigorous physics base and can generally be applied to a wide range 
of breakup scenarios. Empirical models are primarily derived from the curve fitting 
of data from impact/explosion experiments with some incorporation of analytic ex-
pressions. They tend to be based on limited data and are only tenuously based on 
fundamental physics. They are normally by far the simplest models to use, however, 
requiring only a few input parameters and negligible computation time. For these 
reasons, they are the most commonly used for both debris cloud and environment 
modelling. 
The breakup models used and discussed in the remainder of this section will all 
be of the third of the above three types, i.e. empirical. As stated, these are by far the 
simplest to use and implement computationally and because of their rapid execution 
are the most appropriate for both debris cloud and environment modelling. 
2.1.3 Fragment Distributions 
The cloud of debris produced by a breakup event constitutes the initial conditions 
(IC) for both short and long-term hazard assessments. The key parameters of the 
breakup IC are velocity, mass, number and ballistic coefficient distributions. The 
velocity distribution of the cloud determines its time/spatial evolution whereas the 2 (ZyLOC/D AdlCUCIElCJLIfVt? Gr2r(%FfArfq)[/E%S' 22 
mass relationship prescribes the 'lethality' of a future impact, i.e. the degree of 
damage a fragment is likely to cause. The ballistic coefficient distribution has a 
secondary effect on both the cloud's evolution under the influence of atmospheric 
drag and the lethality of the fragments [60]. 
As the physical processes involved in explosions and hypervelocity collisions are 
so different, each must be modelled separately regarding the ejection velocities and 
numbers of fragments produced. Collision-induced breakups produce enormous 
numbers of small debris particles but explosive fragmentations are more effective 
at producing and dispersing trackable fragments than hypervelocity collisions with 
equivalent breakup (i.e. kinetic) energy [50]. Relating mass and ballistic coefficient 
to fragment size can be considered to be a non-event-specific task, however, and so 
common models may be used. 
In many respects, deriving and indeed using empirical breakup models is still very 
much a 'black-art', with models based on scant, and in; some cases inappropriate, 
data generally being employed for a much wider range of fragmentation scenarios 
than they were originally intended. No universal, consistent set of fragmentation 
equations exists, although at least one attempt has been made to bring together 
a combination of empirical equations and observational data to produce a unified 
breakup model [61]. Whether a single set of simple equations will ever be able to 
accurately describe the complete range of potential breakup scenarios is doubtful, 
however, but more dedicated experimental data is certainly needed to remove many 
of the large uncertainties in current models. 
McKnight [60] provides a comprehensive review of the most common and widely 
accepted empirical breakup models in current usage. The development histories of 
the different fragment distribution equations are outlined, and the appendix sum-
marises the most exercised and validated relationships for each distribution, with 
appropriate disclaimers and cautions with regard to their implementation included. 
For explosions, an exponential law is adopted to determine the fragment number 
distribution, 
(Z/V == , (2.1) OJ? GLOC/D A/fODj3Z,I,IAf(3 ^TjSCyjVXNTQL/f&S: 27 
different parameters/model constants. The greatest discrepancies found related to 
the ejection velocity distributions. The uncertainties here have strong implications 
on both debris cloud and long-term environment modelling. 
Although the results from simulation codes have been shown to be in reasonable 
agreement with actual observational data from recorded breakup events (for exam-
ple in [65]), any uncertainties in the models will tend to propagate through into 
predictions of both the current and future orbital environments. The modelling of 
fragmentation events has been shown to have a significant impact on the predicted 
debris population in LEO for example [66]. Factors such as the percentage of target 
mass converted into small debris, and the mass-area relationships and velocity dis-
tributions used, all influence the shape (i.e. slopes and peaks) of the resulting spatial 
density vs altitude distributions [67]. Current ejection velocity models may over-
estimate the spread velocities given to fragmentation debris, as the density-altitude 
profiles obtained from simulations [68] have been found to be considerably 'flatter' 
than those derived from recent Haystack observational data. This has obvious im-
plications on the debris density levels at the 'critical' orbital altitudes described in 
Chapter 1. 
2.1.4 Generation of the Debris Cloud 
Fragment distributions generated using the above expressions are of no real use to a 
debris cloud propagation or a collision hazard analysis program in the form quoted. 
Firstly, each distribution is continuous. These continuous distributions must be 
quantised to produce a set of discrete fragments, each with their corresponding 
masses and velocities. The cumulative number distribution must also be converted 
into a number distribution, detailing how many fragments there are of a given size, 
or, alternatively, in a given diameter range. The 'velocity' distributions described 
above are also only really speed distributions, i.e. no distribution of ejection direc-
tions is specified. The fragment distributions thus require a degree of 'processing' 
before they can be used as input to a debris cloud or environment model. 
The simplest way of modelling a debris cloud is to assume that the fragments are 2. JRjST/IZTll/ CyLOf/D Tkr&Df&LZvIA/C; ^riTCffAflCZf/fSS' 28 
ejected isotropically from the breakup point. The shape of the cloud is, therefore, 
initially spherical. By setting maximum and minimum debris size limits, the number 
of fragments produced by the breakup can be determined by using an appropriate CN 
distribution, e.g. one of those shown above. From the smallest fragment size (and the 
velocity spreading function used, e.g. the NASA triangular), the maximum debris 
ejection velocity or Av can be determined. This scales the cloud dimensionally. A 
mean value of the debris density at a given time can be calculated by dividing the 
number of fragments in the cloud by the cloud's volume. To model a cloud with 
variable density and a variable growth rate, a number of concentric cloud 'shells' or 
Av bins can be employed. Three such shells were used in [63] and [69] to represent 
three categories of objects, those that were trackable, those that were non-trackable 
but potentially lethal and finally those that were non-trackable but could be shielded 
against. The cloud's density-Av profile will depend upon the number of shells used, 
their spacing and, of course, the type of event in question. Debris densities are 
usually highest near the cloud's centroid, however, and decrease rapidly towards the 
outer extremities of the cloud (volume dilution effect) [70, 71]. 
Typically, on-orbit explosions and collision-induced breakups will produce quite 
different debris clouds. This is due to the difference in fragmentation energies and 
mechanisms associated with the two types of event [50]. Collision-induced events 
generate enormous quantities of very small fast-moving fragments and hence pro-
duce very large debris clouds. In contrast, explosions tend to produce mostly large 
fragments with generally lower A vs. So, although the chance of collision with any 
fragment is higher for a collision-induced debris cloud, the risk of a collision with 
a large (and hence potentially damaging) fragment may be greater for an explo-
sive breakup [72]. Highly energetic breakups may also not necessarily be the most 
hazardous. More satellites may encounter the cloud than for a low-energy fragmen-
tation due the cloud's size, but lower debris densities will reduce the collision risk 
in each case [27]. 
The type of model outlined above considers the debris cloud as a continuum, 
a three-dimensional envelope in space inside which all the debris is contained. No .2. CLOC/D 7VfC)Dj5%Li,irv(; :rj5(:%TN\N'q)[;f%s 32 
Using the above model, the cloud shape formed in relative coordinates is that 
of a pulsating ellipsoid which stretches out along the CM orbit path due to the 
different orbital periods of the fragments generated. 'Pinch' locations are formed 
at the full and half revolution points which, in the absence of perturbations, cause 
the cloud's volume to collapse to zero. A 'pinch point' occurs at the location of the 
fragmentation because all debris must pass through this point, although not at the 
same time. Similarly, a 'pinch line' occurs along a radial in the satellite orbit plane 
180 degrees from the pinch point because all debris must pass through the orbit 
plane along this line. These pinch zones are termed 'stationary' as they are fixed 
inertially by the model's equations of motion. Jenkin [74] examines the phenomenon 
of debris cloud pinch zones in more detail and shows that a 'non-stationary' pinch 
zone exists. Identifying and locating pinch zones is important as these are regions 
of high debris density and as such pose a significant threat of collision to orbiting 
spacecraft passing through them. The non-stationar.y pinch zone is found to drift 
inertially as the debris cloud 'flies' through it. The location of this pinch zone and 
the behaviour of the debris around it are investigated first by the examination of 
debris cloud evolution plots and then, more mathematically, through the study of 
Jacobians. The non-stationary pinch zone is not a true singularity because fragment 
positions do not intersect simultaneously. It only occurs after the cloud centroid has 
completed one full orbital revolution and then approaches the half-revolution pinch 
zone asymptotically. The effects of orbital eccentricity and orbit perturbations are 
neglected throughout the analysis. 
The Chobotov model is very quick and easy to use but is somewhat restricted 
in its application to circular orbits only. In reality, of course, orbits are never truly 
circular. In fact the circular orbit model can be used for orbital eccentricities of up 
to about 0.05 at which point the effects of eccentricity can no longer be neglected. To 
extend the range of the above model's capability Spencer [75] uses the expressions 
derived by Anthony and Sasaki [76] to incorporate the effects of low eccentricities 
(e<0.25) through the differential addition of linear eccentricity terms to the circular ftfCA/ifrvi/ oj? CLOi/D 7krc)Dj3i,i,.fArc; jTjscuyvxnrczc/fss; 34 
ellipsoid toroid band 
Figure 2.3: Three phase debris cloud evolution 
passing through the cloud and can be summed to yield an overall, long-term value. 
Written to implement the model, program SCREEN, therefore, represents a simple 
and hence computationally fast method of determining the collision risks due to 
debris clouds. The method is quite crude, however, particularly with respect to 
debris density calculation and the criteria used to trigger transition between phases, 
especially toroid to band. 
Jehn [78] adopts a similar approach to McKnight but introduces an extra phase 
between the toroid and the band. The time taken for the effects of the Earth's 
asphericity to dismantle the toroid to form a band will generally be of the order of 
several years and so Jehn uses an opening toroid as a bridging phase to model this 
gradual transition (Figure 2.4). The opening toroid is modelled using a Monte-Carlo 
simulation of trackable and untrackable objects and an orbit propagation tool. This 
phase is considered complete when the distributions of fragment ascending nodes 
and argument of perigees are uniform. 
2.2.4 Toroidal Models 
Program DEBRIS was developed by the Aerospace Corporation to model short-
term debris cloud dynamics and to compute the probability of collision between 
satellites of concern and fragments in orbiting debris clouds. Early releases of DE-
BRIS (versions 1.0,1.1 [63, 65, 69]), used a superposition of overlapping constant 
density toroidal sub-clouds to model a cloud of variable density. En1,ry and exit (ZSH/SJPGTjSft 2. jRJSl/IfCVi/ ClFjCWSJgjRJf) (ZyLOUD 7WiGi[tE%LI,IAf(3 ]:E;C%hn\%rQLrE%) 35 
Figure 2.4: Opening toroid 
times were computed for objects passing through the cloud from the geometry of 
the cloud structure and the orientation of the encounter. This model produced 
conservative but reasonable results for breakups with small maximum spread veloc-
ities. The linearisations used to describe the debris cloud motion, and hence the 
dimensions of the toroidal cloud sections, meant, however, that the model became 
increasing invalid as the maximum spread velocities were increased. 
Crowther [79] develops an analytical model to describe the short-medium term 
evolution of a debris cloud in a circular orbit. The evolving cloud is treated as two 
limbs, one which advances ahead of the parent satellite locus (orbital energy less 
than the parent) and one which retreats behind it (orbital energy greater than the 
parent). The model represents the pulsating nature of the debris cloud without 
the volume singularities of the Chobotov model. It predicts that the volume of the 
retreating limb will generally be larger than the advancing limb and that the maxima 
and minima of the cloud's total volume occur at different times as compared with 
the 'pinch' locations of the Chobotov model. The 'limb' nature of the model makes 
it relatively easy to determine when the cloud intersects with the orbits of other 
spacecraft but its use of toroidal (albeit half) cloud sections tends to overestimate 
cloud volume and hence underestimate debris density and thus collision probabilities. 2 Of" IXEC&RfS (^iLOUD jVf()Diri,IJ]\rC; llBCIhrArfqiLfEIS 41 
solving algorithm and the state transition matrix is calculated numerically by de-
termining the perturbations in position space that result from small perturbations 
in spread velocity space. Two numerical examples are used to show the program in 
operation. In the first example, the target satellite passes close to a debris cloud's 
first whole-revolution pinch point (i.e. breakup location). The collision probabilities 
calculated are found to increase by several orders of magnitude as the target passes 
close to the breakup point. j. ]rfffCjF73v4(3uvff%\r]:4:rz()jv jsi/i&rv]" 43 
(Mtot) is determined using, 
= Ep/40, (3.1) 
and 
^^lot. ~ + Mp (3.2) 
(from [64]), where 40 (J/gram) is the threshold debris impact energy to target mass 
ratio for a complete breakup (equation (2.12)), Me is the ejecta mass in grams, 
is the projectile kinetic energy in Joules, Mj, is the projectile mass in grams, and 
the target mass which breaks up, Mjot, is also expressed in grams. If the collision is 
catastrophic (i.e. EpjMt > 40 (J/gram)) then Mtot is simply Mt + M,,. 
To add an element of unpredictability and hence a touch of realism to the dis-
tributions produced, a random spread is introduced about the above, nominal, dis-
tribution. Hence, within specified bounds, a different distribution of debris can 
be generated every time (by using a different integer seed), thus catering for the 
complex mechanisms involved in the collision process which make getting exactly 
the same set of fragments more than once for a given fragmentation event virtually 
impossible. The randomised CN distribution can then be scaled to conserve mass, 
ensuring that the sum of the fragment masses post-collision is equal to the breakup 
mass Mtot-
The ejection velocity distribution used is given in equation (2.13), and the mass 
and ballistic coefhcient-to-size relationships employed are shown in equations (2.4) 
and (2.5) respectively. The nominal curves are used for the mass and BC distribu-
tions but a triangular spread is made about the nominal Av curve as described in 
Figure 2.1. 
3.2.2 Scenario 2 
Scenario 1 provides a simple representation of a hypervelocity collision, but only 
mass is explicitly conserved. Scenario 2 employs a modified version of the Aerospace 
Corporation's kinematic model [63] which explicitly sets out to conserve not only 
mass but also energy and both translational and angular momentum. The model 3. AdiouGusjCf/fArc; of^ 31&&B jfjtvtczA/rEuxrTyt^rTC);^ 49 
essentially the same end point, using the same four system parameters, but manages 
to avoid virtually all the intermediate stages and the associated, quite complex, 
algebra contained in the original. It is this modified version of the kinematic model 
which is used in program BREAKUP. 
As the collision and non-involved volumes are considered individually by the 
kinematic model, a different CN distribution to equation (2.10) must be used, as 
this expression is effectively a combination of a collision-type power law and an 
explosion-type exponential. Equation (2.2) is employed instead as it describes solely 
collision-produced fragments. The CN distribution of the non-involved volume can 
be modelled by the exponential described in equation (2.1). 
Rather than using the velocity distribution described in equation (2.13), the 
kinematic model actually makes use of the spread KEs of the two volumes explicitly 
in determining the fragment velocities. Once the total number of fragments in 
each of the two volumes is known then the average ^spr^ad KE for each fragment 
can be calculated. For all but the smallest fragments (<1 mm say) the kinetic 
energy imparted to each fragment can be assumed to be equal, since the shock wave 
front, which is hemispherical in shape, applies equal pressure at a given time. The 
assumption of equi-partitioning of KE has been shown to be in general agreement 
with a number of laboratory experiments [65]. Hence the material is assumed to 
break up into fragments of unequal size but with equal KE. So, given the mass of each 
fragment and the volume-average (i.e. collision or non-involved) KE per fragment, 
the (nominal) velocity of the fragment can be found. The equal-KE assumption 
breaks down, though, for smaller fragments as the effectiveness of the shock wave is 
reduced. Hence, an upper bound is imposed upon the velocity distribution obtained 
to allow for this, with the spread velocities of the smallest fragments being limited 
to 1.3 times the relative impact velocity. 
Fragment mass and ballistic coefficient distributions are generated as per scenario 
1. Random and triangular spreads are also made about the nominal CN and Av 
distributions respectively, again as in scenario 1. (3/iz,CT/z,/i]r707v (]ur gr7Zviifzr(:jr()jRj[E%) io(] 
The total perturbing acceleration is then given by, 
^pcrt — f,/2 "f" ^dray-i (4.52) 
where fis the resultant J2 acceleration transformed to the geocentric frame. 
4.4 Program TRAJECTORY 
4.4.1 Programming Issues 
TRAJECTORY2.0 is the latest version of program TRAJECTORY and is the sec-
ond main module in the SDS software suite. As with BREAKUP, the program runs 
from input files which are modified by the user with a standard Text Editor. The 
orbit of the breakup CM is taken from BREAKUP input file breaks-control. All 
positions in the orbiting frame are given relative to the breakup CM orbit, which 
is propagated using Keplerian motion (method 4). tfaj2-Control contains the main 
program inputs, including the initial Av of the fragment/object in question relative 
to the reference orbit. If this is set to 0 then TRAJECTORY2.0 simply propa-
gates the CM orbit. The inputs in traj2-Control also set the simulation start time 
(post-breakup), the time-step to be used in the orbit propagation and the number of 
time-steps to be considered. The remaining inputs set the BC for the object, describe 
the orbital environment in terms of solar activity and re-entry altitude and define 
the propagation option to be adopted (Figure 4.3). TRAJECTORY2.0 can run in ei-
ther single-simulation or multi-method automatic modes. The mode in which it is to 
be operated is determined by the third input file traj2-auto. The single-simulation 
mode simply runs the program once with the inputs given in hreak^-control and 
traj2-Control. If auto-mode is selected then the program is run for the given inputs 
for each of the orbit propagation methods indicated. This feature enables the effects 
of the propagation method to be investigated quickly and efficiently for the same 
input example. This facility is used in the next section. 
As with BREAKUP4.0, TRAJECTORY2.0 outputs to a number of data files. 
Propagation options 1-3 (the state transition matrix methods) output the fragment (Tff/ljsgrjSft 5. jCXEIBjRLK) CivOC/D iTl/OZvfJirTOjV 123 
idated by comparison with another model on a simple test case, and through the 
production of 'decayed' Gabbard diagrams, as described in Chapter 2. 
5.2 Application of Fragment Propagation Tech-
niques 
The spread of fragment Avs generated by a breakup model describe the initial 
conditions for the debris cloud. Given a fragment Av relative to the breakup CM 
and the CM orbital velocity vector, simple vector addition can be used to produce the 
fragment's orbital velocity vector. This, used in conjunction with the position vector 
of the breakup, defines the fragment's initial orbit, which can then bo propagated 
using any one of the methods outlined in the previous chapter. 
The above technique can be applied directly to the fragment catalogue produced 
by a non-isotropic fragmentation model, such as BREAKUP4.0 cloud type 2, as each 
fragment has an ejection direction assigned. The isotropic continuum cloud model 
does not provide any explicit information on debris directions, however. By its very 
definition the model assumes a uniformity of ejections in all directions, but to make 
use of the model a method of assigning a uniform set of fragment ejection directions 
needs to be employed. The problem, then, is one of determining a set of direction 
cosines which map onto the surface of a sphere. One method is to use the vertices 
of a polyhedron to define the directions. For example, an icosahedron (12 vertices 
and 20 faces) was employed in [63]. The distance from any vertex to the geometric 
centre of the icosahedron is the same. Hence, if a sphere was circumscribed about 
an icosahedron, the geometric centres of the two bodies would coincide and the 12 
vertices of the icosahedron would all lie on the surface of the sphere. Such a method 
provides a truly uniform spread of ejection directions. As all the adjacent vertices of 
the icosahedron are equi-distant, all the points on the the surface of the sphere are 
equally-spaced. To provide a good definition of the 3-dimensional cloud envelope, 
particularly once it has spread significantly around the globe, a large number of 
points on the sphere are required. Using a polyhedron with hundreds of sides would 5. jDJEUSftlS jST/OivC/jnOff 124 
be a complicated affair and so the most practical method of describing a uniform 
fragment spread is to use spherical polar coordinates. Using equal angular incre-
ments for both polar angles to dehne the spherical direction grid does not produce an 
equal spacing of ejection directions. This is not generally a major concern, however, 
and the ease of implementation of the method, combined with the added flexibility 
of being able to change the number of directions used without significant alteration 
to the model, considerably out-weigh any disadvantages the method may have. This 
approach is adopted in program EVOLUTIONS.0. One thousand pseudo-fragments 
are used to evolve the isotropic breakup model outer cloud boundary, with the ejec-
tion directions projected onto the surface of the initial cloud sphere using 50 angular 
increments of 2^/50 in the breakup plane and 20 increments of 7r/20 out-of-plane. 
The highest direction resolution is used in-plane as this is where the greatest cloud 
spreading occurs. 
Once the initial conditions of the cloud have been determined, including the 
fragment ballistic coefficients, then it can be evolved over the required time period. 
The process involves applying the chosen propagation technique N times each time-
step, where N is the number of fragments left in the cloud. At every epoch, the 
position of each fragment is calculated and if a fragment falls below the specified 
re-entry altitude then it is deleted from the cloud. So, although the cloud may 
initially contain 1000 fragments, for example, the number still in orbit will generally 
decrease over time. If the breakup occurs in a low orbit and especially if the debris 
ejection velocities are high, many of the fragments may re-enter almost immediately. 
5.3 Program EVOLUTIONS.0 
5.3.1 Programming Issues 
EVOLUTIONS.0 is the third program in the SDS software suite and operates in 
a similar fashion to BREAKUP4.0 and TRAJECTORY2.0. As with TRAJEC-
TORY2.0, the orbit of the breakup CM is taken from BREAKUP4.0 input file 
break4^control This is the reference orbit and all positions in the orbiting frame are 5. GfLOC/f) fD1/0I,[;]rfC)fV 12G 
ejections. The cloud rapidly stretches out along the orbit of the breakup CM due to 
the difi'erent fragment orbital periods. Eventually, the leading edge of the cloud will 
catch up with the trailing end thereby encircling the Earth. As the cloud continues 
to evolve, it wraps around on itself, taking the form of sjjiral which is pinched in 
two locations. A spiral is formed because the fragments in the leading portion of 
the cloud are in lower orbits than those at the lear. A pinch point, occurs at the; 
location of the breakup because, in the absence of perturbations, all debris unist 
return through this point. A pinch line occurs along a radial in the breakup orbit 
plane at the half-revolution point because all debris nujst pass through the breakup 
plane along this line. The pinched regions are important as the density of debris 
at and around these regions is typically several orders of magnitude higher than 
elsewhere in the cloud. 
Without the effects of orbital perturbations, the cloud would retain the pinched-
spiral shape indefinitely. In reality, however, perturbin-g forces are present and these 
have a significant effect on the long-term evolution of the cloud. The oblateness of 
the Earth has two main secular effects. Firstly, it causes the argument of perigee, 
w, to precess, rotating the major axes of the debris orbits in their orbital planes. 
Secondly, a regression occurs in the right ascension of the ascending node Q. As the 
rates of change of these elements are dependent on the semi-major axis, inclination 
and eccentricity of the orbit in question, the variations are generally different for 
each fragment orbit. The values of oj and O for the debris in the cloud, therefore, 
tend to spread out over time. As a consequence, the debris concentrations at the 
pinched locations are smeared out. The continued spreading in the arguments of 
perigee has the effect of transforming the pinched spiral into a torus. At the same 
time, the dispersion of the nodes causes the cloud to evolve into a band which 
encircles the Earth and is latitude-limited by the inclinations of the debris orbits. 
While the cloud evolves as outlined above under the influence of the Earth's gravity 
field, in low Earth orbit air drag causes the fragment orbits to decay and spiral in 
towards the Earth. All or many of the fragments which constitute the cloud may 
re-enter long before the evolution to a band shape can occur. The combined effects 5. jDiEUEWRJRS CiLOl/D fC^/OZvL/TTTOJV 132 
location of the cloud's pinch point but the definition of the pinch point is made less 
clear before the cloud CM reaches the full revolution point due to the loss of debris 
from the cloud's leading edge. By the first full revolution point, the front (-ve X) 
portion of the method 6 cloud shown in Figure 5.5c has lost over 300 fragments 
to the atmosphere. The fragment's passing through the cloud's pinch point at this 
time, however, are in higher energy orbits and so are much less affected by drag. 
This maintains the general pinch point cloud structure and means that the pinch 
point itself does not receive a significant drag perturbation. 
In the long-term (months to years) the debris cloud disperses and the pinch zones 
smear out, more fragments are lost to the atmosphere and eventually the debris in 
the cloud becomes an indistinguishable part of the background environment. The 
degree to which the long-term dispersal of a simulated debris cloud occurs is again 
governed by the method chosen to propagate the fragment orbits. The debris cloud 
from the first example (a=7000km) is evolved for one:year using propagation meth-
ods 4 and 5. The clouds produced are shown in Figures 5.G and 5.7 in geocentric 
coordinates, with and without the Earth depicted respectively. The method 4 cloud 
encircles the Earth but maintains a pinched spiral shape and does not spread signif-
icantly out of the breakup orbit plane. The J2 perturbations modelled by method 
5, however, cause the cloud to disperse fully around the CM orbit and to form a 
latitude-limited band which wraps completely around the Earth. 
5.3.3 Results Validation 
Model comparison 
One way of validating the results from a simulation is to use a similar or equivalent 
model for comparison purposes. The cloud evolution example included in Jenkin [71] 
is adopted here as a benchmark for comparison. The research conducted at The 
Aerospace Corporation in the field of debris cloud modelling is well established and 
documented in the literature. The results given in [71] can, therefore, be considered 
to be reliable. Chapter 6 
Collision Hazard Analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
For some time after a breakup event, the fragmentation debris produced may pose a 
significant threat of collision to orbiting spacecraft which encounter the cloud. The 
collision hazard due to the debris cloud acts in addition to-that routinely experienced 
from the background debris environment and the natural particulate population. In 
the early stages of its evolution, the density of debris in the cloud may be several 
orders of magnitude higher than the background level. Interaction with the debris 
cloud produced by the fragmentation event may result in considerable 'spikes' in a 
satellite's overall (i.e. background plus cloud) collision probability versus time curve. 
If such order of magnitude increases above the background level were predicted 
to occur often enough, and be of sufficient severity, they could influence mission 
planning and the shielding strategies employed in the design of a future satellite. 
This chapter examines the collision hazard to an orbiting 'target' object resulting 
from an on-orbit fragmentation event. The aim is to quantify the risk of a collision 
with debris experienced by a chosen target object (or objects), as a direct result of 
the fragmentation event (Figure 6.1). This type of study is in contrast to those which 
strive to model the debris environment as a whole and the subsequent danger that 
the background population poses to orbiting spacecraft. A shorter-term analysis, 
one which considers a specific debris cloud and is concerned with time-spans of hours 
to days, as opposed to years, can also be regarded as complementary to such long 
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6.2.2 Method Implementation 
Procedure 
The implementation of the probabilistic continuum dynamics (PCD) technique for 
collision hazard assessment is a multi-stage process. Given a debris cloud and a 
target object and orbit, the determination of collision probability at a point on the 
target orbit takes place in three main parts. These correspond to the calculation of 
p, A and v in equation (2.15). 
Firstly, the density of debris from the breakup at the target position must be 
determined. This requires the calculation of the transfer orbit that links the target 
position with the breakup location in the time since breakup. For the transfer orbit 
solution obtained, the velocity vector of the orbit at the breakup epoch and position 
can be determined. By vectorially subtracting the breakup orbit velocity vector from 
that of the transfer orbit, the Av of the transfer orbit'-relative to the breakup CM is 
calculated. Using this Av and referencing back to the breakup model employed, the 
density of debris in spread velocity space can be obtained. For the BREAKUP4.0 
isotropic model, only the magnitude of the Av is required to determine to which 
of the cloud shells the solution corresponds. If the Av is larger than the cloud 
outer shell Av then the target is outside the cloud and the density of debris is zero. 
The non-isotropic model in BREAKUP4.0 uses both the magnitude and direction 
of the Av vector to determine which spread velocity space cell the target lies in. To 
obtain the density of debris at the target location, the transformation from spread 
velocity space at the breakup epoch to position space at the target position must 
be performed, taking into account the time between. This requires the evaluation 
of the state transition matrix $(r,ro) (= dr/dro) at the point in spread velocity 
space given by the transfer orbit Av, and for the orbital transfer time. The actual 
density of debris encountered by the target is then calculated by dividing the spread 
velocity space value by the determinant of the state transition matrix, as shown in 
equation (2.20). 
The cross-sectional area of the target with respect to the incident debris, and the jTf&Rl & yl7Y/lI,yiSfS 152 
State transition matrix calculation 
To transform the debris density in spread velocity space determined from the transfer 
orbit solution breakup Av to actual debris density (i.e. in position space) at the 
target location requires the calculation of the state transition matrix which links the 
two state spaces and epochs. As with the transfer orbit problem above, a number 
of different methods are available for calculation of $, several of which are reviewed 
in [83]. Arguably the most elegant of these is the method of Goodyear [88], which 
provides an efficient closed-loop solution to the problem for ideal orbital motion. 
Although a number of algorithms have been developed which attempt to incorporate 
perturbation effects into the problem, once again no universally-accepted method 
exists for perturbed orbital motion. For complete generality, a numerical approach 
is, therefore, adopted in TARGET. The state transition matrix dr/dio is calculated 
by using the following small Av(=5ro) approximation, 
dv Ar 
~ . , (IS Atq -4- 0. (6.12) 
#ro /\ro 
The perturbations in position space produced by small perturbations in spread veloc-
ity space are calculated by determining the positional differences produced by slight 
ejection velocity deviations from the transfer orbit solution debris breakup Av. The 
above method is completely general in its application and so can be employed for 
propagation methods 4, 5 and 6. 
Target orientation with respect to debris flux 
For the cuboidal spacecraft model employed by TARGET, the probability of colli-
sion on each of the target surfaces is determined by resolving the debris encounter 
velocity into components expressed in the embedded target body-axis frame. Each 
component is then processed separately and the overall 'spacecraft' collision proba-
bility is calculated by summing the component contributions. The use of an orthog-
onal coordinate system with the body axes pointing out along the surface normals 
results in each of the debris velocity components being normal to a target surface. 
The target cross-sectional area in each case is, therefore, sini])ly the relevant, face 172 
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Figure 6.12: Collision probability distributions : Propagation method 4. 
Figure 6.12a shows that almost all the collision probability experienced by the target 
satellite is due to the first three cloud encounters. The first of these high-risk events 
occurs soon after breakup when the density of debris is still relatively high. The 
second and third steps in the cumulative collision probability versus time curve cor-
respond to target encounters with debris near the first two cloud whole-revolution 
pinch points. Again high debris density leads to large collision probability values. 
After the completion of the second orbit, post-breakup, continued debris dispersal 
and re-entry results in a dramatic reduction in the collision probability values cal-
culated. The curve in Figure 6.12a, therefore, is seen to level off a few hours after 
the fragmentation. 
Figure 6.12b shows that the target surface most at risk from debris impacts is 
surface 4, the ram face. This is perhaps surprising at first because the breakup occurs 
'behind' the target in terms of their directions of motion. The cloud's leading section, 
however, is comprised of fragments ejected in a retrograde sense and these either 
re-enter soon after l)reakup or spend most of tlieir time below l.lie target altitude. g. /l/VylZytlSTZ) 188 
6.5.5 Satellite Constellations 
Introduction 
The possibility of a cascade fragmentation occurring within the general on-orbit 
population has been the subject of considerable research. Proposals for constella-
tions of large numbers of satellites present an alternate problem. The breakup of a 
constellation member satellite, or launch vehicle, could result in a cascade fragmen-
tation occurring within the framework of the constellation itself. As well as having 
a disastrous effect with regard to the operation of the constellation, such a breakup 
chain reaction would have a severe pollutive impact on the orbital environment as a 
whole and would increase the likelihood of a cascade fragmentation occurring within 
the general population. Two constellation examples are examined here, Motorola's 
proposed Iridium constellation and the Calling Teledesic concept, both of which 
are intended for mobile cellular telephone voice and.data traffic. TARGETS.0 was 
used for the Iridium investigation, which has also appeared in [108]. The Teledesic 
analysis was conducted using TARGET4.0 and appeared in [110]. 
The Iridium™ constellation 
The original Iridium™ concept [117] consisted of seventy-seven 340kg satellites in 
780km circular polar orbits, evenly distributed and optimally phased in 7 orbital 
planes according to the phasing strategy developed in [115]. Minor adjustments 
were made to the orbital inclinations (to slightly less than 90°) and the plane-to-
plane phasing to simplify station-keeping and reduce the satellite collision hazard 
near the poles. The current configuration contains a reduced number of larger satel-
lites. Sixty-six 689kg satellites are distributed among 6 orbital planes at 765km al-
titude [118, 119]. The revised constellation configuration is depicted in Figure 6.26. 
To maintain the same quality of ground coverage across the whole constellation, 
the angular separation between the planes either side of the counter-rotating in-
terface (between planes 1 and 6) is made less than that between the other orbital 
planes [115]. 190 
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orbiting manoeuvre from being executed, the presence of the rocket body could 
heighten the debris risk to the constellation. If debris were to collide with the 
second stage causing it to fragment, or if it were to explode, then the cloud of 
debris formed could impinge upon the constellation altitude. These two scenarios 
are modelled here. 
The effects on the constellation of the fragmentation of a 900kg Delta-2 rocket 
body are examined. The rocket body is assumed to be in a circular parking orbit 
of 460km with its inclination and ascending node position both equal to that of 
one of the constellation planes. The constellation is assumed to be complete and 
a collision cross-sectional area of lOm^ is used for each satellite. The two rocket 
body fragmentation scenarios are simulated using program BREAKUP. A minimum 
fragment mass of Igram is selected. This limit is taken to represent the satellites' 
shielding capability. 
The constellation cumulative collision probability curves for both cases are shown 
in Figure 6.27a. The two breakup events produce very different collections of frag-
ments but neither have any significant effect on the collision risk posed to the con-
stellation. In the case of the explosion, the debris densities are extremely low which 
in turn is reflected in the values of collision probability registered. For the collision-
induced breakup, the spread velocities associated with the largest fragments are 
extremelv small and so only a few cloud-target cncouiitois occui and those that do 6. (TOUrjtffOff ff/l/i/LRD VirVyULT/SuK, 191 
are generally short-lived and at low relative velocities. The steady increase in col-
lision probability observed is due almost entirely to the 'background' environment. 
The effects that the debris clouds have above this background level are barely no-
ticeable. 
Fragmentation of a constellation satellite 
Active debris control, particularly with regard to battery design and end-of-life de-
orbit, should significantly reduce the chances of a breakup of one of the constellation 
satellites. The possibility of an explosive breakup will still exist, however, even 
if it is extremely remote. Perhaps the greatest risk comes from a collision with 
debris from the background population. Shielding can be employed to guard against 
small particles but a collision with a large piece of debris could cause a satellite to 
completely fragment. Again both scenarios are modelled here with the satellite 
fragmentations simulated using BREAKUP. 
The collision probability curves for the two scenarios are shown in Figure 6.27b. 
The explosion curve is virtually equal again to that of the background environment, 
with several noticeable 'step' increases due to encounters with the highly-populated 
inner regions of the debris cloud. Due to these high-risk encounters, the cumulative 
collision probability for the remaining 65 satellites of the constellation is around 
10% higher than the background level. The time period considered corresponds to 
10 complete orbits of the remaining members post-breakup. The higher values of 
debris density found in the debris cloud produced by the collision event cause this 
to have a higher risk associated with it. The collision curve is noticeably steeper 
than the background, with two particularly high-risk encounters occurring which 
produce large step jumps. At the end of 10 satellite orbits, the collision curve 
reaches a cumulative collision probability approximately 3.5 times greater than the 
background. possible. 
There are no simple rules that can be applied to the constellation ]jrol)leni. Each 
constellation configuration and breakup scenario must be tiealed individually. Large 
constellations cannot be modelled by using smaller constellations and simply 'scaling 
up'. The location of the breakup not only affects which satellites in the constellation 
are most at risk, but also the levels of collision risk experienced. The cause of the 
breakup (i.e. collision-induced or explosion), and indeed how i( is modelled, also 
influence significantly the danger to the remainder of the constellation. For exami^le, 
a collision-induced breakup will produce much higher values of collision pi ol)ability 
than an explosion due to the enormous number of small fragments generated, but the 
explosion will tend to produce more large fragments and hence may pose a greater 
risk in terms of a potentially damaging encounter. 
Two s])ecific constellations have been used as examples here. If the parameters 
that describe a constellation are varied, then the collision risk to the constellation 
following a breakup will be affected. The constellation design parameters (e.g. al-
titude, configuration, satellite specification) are primarily chosen to comply with 
the constellation's operational requirements. These parameters, however, can have 
important implications on the constellation's susceptibility to collision from orbital 
debris. If the number of satellites is increased then the risk to the system as a 
whole will also rise, as it will with the mass and/or size of the individual satellites. 
The configuration of the constellation (number of orbital planes, relative orienta-
tion/inclination of orbital planes, satellite phasing) and the constellation altitude 
also affect the debris risk to the system. An improvement in the satellites' shielding 
capability will reduce the risk to each individual satellite, and hence to the whole 
constellation. 
Summary 
The threat to a satellite constellation following the breakup of either a member 
satellite or a constellation launch vehicle has been examined. It has been found 
that (he greatest threat to the constellation comes from a collision-induccd i)reakup G. (:OZ,I,J%SZOiV ylTVylZytCSJC) 196 
of one of the satellites. Such an event would give rise to a significant increase in 
the debris collision probability for the constellation in the short-term. In the long-
t(!rm, the likelihood of a cascade fragmentation occurring within the constellation 
is remote. Secondary fragmentations are a real possibility, however. With the large 
LEO constellations now being proposed and aggressive debris mitigation practices 
still being the exception rather than the rule, satellite constellations could well 
provide a significant pollutive threat to the orbital environment in the years to 
come. 
6.6 TARGET Results Validation 
6.6.1 Cloud-Target Encounter Detection 
The cloud-encounter detection mechanism of TARGET can be illustrated, and at 
the same time validated, by viewing graphically the positions of the cloud and target 
at the time of a predicted encounter. A simple test case is employed here in which 
the target satellite encounters the debris cloud during its first orbital revolution 
post-breakup. The debris cloud from section 6.5.2 is used and EN VIS AT-1 is again 
adopted as the target satellite. 
Figure 6.30 shows the collision probability spike caused by the passage of EN VIS AT-
1 through the debris cloud. The collision probabilities registered during the en-
counter are over two orders of magnitude above the background level shown. The 
collision probability level falls during the course of the encounter due to the cloud's 
expansion over that time period. Figure 6.31 shows the positions of the PPF (repre-
sented by -H) and the cloud immediately before, during and just after the encounter. 
The time-step (i.e. the number of target orbits described post-breakup) that each 
plot corresponds to is shown in the top right-hand corner of the plot window and the 
large circle shown in each case depicts the Earth. Propagation method 4 is used to 
evolve the fragment and target orbits. The collision probability spike in Figure 6.30 
can be seen to correspond to the passage of the PPF through the cloud viewed 
graphically in Figure 6.31. For the target to be deemed truly inside the cloud, all 6. (:oz,i.KsiO]v fz/Lis/LRi) /Lrf/izynsif?  197 
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Figure 6.30: Collision probability spike caused by cloud encounter. 
three planar views must show the target within the projected cloud shape. The 
corresponding X-Y and X-Z views can be shown to support Figure 6.31 in this case 
(Figure 6.32). In contrast, the evidence of just one planar view is sufficient for the 
object to be deemed outside the cloud. 
6.6,2 State Transition Matrix Calculation 
Accurate calculation of debris density is paramount to the acquisition of good qual-
ity estimates of collision probability. Once the image of the target position inside 
spread velocity space is determined, via the solution of the breakup location to tar-
get position transfer orbit, the calculation of debris density at the target position 
and epoch is reliant upon the calculation of the state transition matrix determinant. 
This, then, is a vital part of the overall collision probability calculation algorithm. 
The numerical technique employed by TARGET4.0 (and described in section 6.2.2) 
is compared here to the linearised analytical method developed by Ashenberg [120]. 
Ashenberg incorporates the effects J2 and atmospheric drag directly into the lin-198 
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Figure 6.31: Cloud and target positions immediately before (a), during (b) and just 
after (c) the encounter side-by-side, for unperturbed and perturbed orbital motion. The axes on the two 
plots are different but as cloud volume is directly proportional to the state transition 
matrix determinant and mean anomaly is directly proportional to time, the shapes 
and relative scalings of the two sets of curves can be compared directly. The match 
is extremely good with the lack of smoothness of the TARGET4.0 curves providing 
the only real difference between the two methods. The volume of the cloud exhibits 
a complex pulsating behaviour, with an underlying increasing trend but collapsing 
to zero at the cloud's pinch locations. The third volume trough, just before the 
second half-revolution pinch location, is caused by the cloud's first non-stationary 
pinch zone [74]. Atmospheric drag causes a slight decrease in cloud volume and 
also gives the pinch locations a time-shift forward as the debris orbital periods are 
reduced. Figure 6.34 shows perturbed volume residuals, i.e. the difference between 
the unperturbed and perturbed curves. Again the general matching of the Ashen-
berg and TARGET4.0 curves is excellent, given the inevitable noise associated with 
the TARGET4.0 numerical method. 
6.6.3 Comparisons with Program DEBRIS 
Introduction 
In Chapter 5, the output from EVOLUTIONS.0 was validated in part by the com-
parison of results with a similar model. The same approach is adopted here, and 
once again simulation codes developed by The Aerospace Corporation are used as 
benchmarks for comparison. The estimation of collision probabilities for an object 
passing through a debris cloud is a problem for which comparison with 'real' data 
is virtually impossible. Hence the comparison of results between different but simi-
lar models provides the only real opportunity to directly validate the predictions of 
collision hazard analyses. The dearth of suitable flight data to match against means 
that such comparisons can only provide a mutual, simulation, validation. Different 
models may be shown to be in good agreement but how realistic the models actually 
are is far more difficult to ascertain. 
The Aerospace Corporation's programs IMPACT and DEBRIS are in essence c. (:(:u:z,isjcuv yLjv,4j:T/SjK) 202 
equivalent models to BREAKUP and TAR,GET, developed completely indepen-
dently and using different but similar approaches, but ultimately addressing the 
same problems. Two comparison studies are presented here in which BREAKUP 
and TARGET are used to mimic case studies carried out using IMPACT and DE-
BRIS. The first comparison considers two simple cloud-target scenarios deliberately 
engineered to test and illustrate the operational capabilities of the Aerospace Corpo-
ration codes. The second study is far more interesting because it considers an actual 
fragmentation event and the ensuing collision risk to manned spacecraft, on-orbit at 
the time of the event. 
Comparison # 1 
Introduction 
Jenkin [71] contains two numerical examples to illustrate the performance of DE-
BRIS3.1. These examples are used to compare the output from DEBRIS3.1 and 
TARGETS.1. Note that the equal program version numbers are purely a coinci-
dence. Two runs of TARGETS.1 are made for each case, one using BREAKUPS.O to 
simulate the fragmentation event described and the other using pseudo-LMPACTS.O 
input. BREAKUPS.O and IMPACTS.0 were the fragmentation model versions 
for TARGETS.1 and DEBRIS3.1 respectively. BREAKUPS.O used the same frag-
ment distribution models as BREAKUP4.0, but could only produce isotropic debris 
clouds. The pseudo-IMPACTS.O input is obtained by sampling the two IMPACTS.0 
fragment distribution curves that are included in [71] and converting the data ob-
tained into the correct format for input to TARGETS. 1. The use of what is eflec-
tively a common breakup model enables the results produced by DEBRISS.l and 
TARGETS. 1 to be compared directly. The runs which use a different fragmentation 
model allow the effects of the fragmentation model to be observed. This software 
comparison has also appeared in [109]. 6. jHvSvSvifti) 2cw 
(O.lmm to 1000.0mm). This large difference in the range of fragments modelled, 
along with the use of different velocity models and approaches to fragment distri-
bution binning, cause the differences in the outputs of the two programs observed. 
At the low spread velocity end, the very small spread velocities predicted for tlx; 
large fragments considered by BREAKUPS.0 cause the spatial densities close to the 
cloud centroid to be extremely high, even though the actual number of fragments 
located there is relatively small. At the high spread velocity end, the smaller frag-
ments modelled by BREAKUPS.0 cause the debris cloud to be nnich larger than 
that predicted by IMPACTS.0 and, due to the sheer number of small particles [)re-
dicted, much more dense in its outer regions. As the probability of collision for an 
object passing through a debris cloud is proportional to the density of fragments it 
encounters (which, in turn is determined from the breakup model), large differences 
in the values of debris density predicted by the fragmentation model will propagate; 
themselves through the subsequent analysis and result in significant discrepancies 
in the values of collision probability calculated. In the following two examples, this 
is shown to be the case. 
Case 1 
Case 1 from [71] corresponds to a situation where the target is co-orbital with the 
breakup satellite but is located 12° ahead of the destroyed satellite at the time of 
the breakup. Figures 6.36 and 6.37 show the debris density encountered by the 
target during the first 100 minutes after the breakup, as predicted by DEBRIS3.1 
and TARGETS. 1 respectively. From Figure 6.36 and the run of TARGETS. 1 with 
pseudo-IMPACTS.O in Figure 6.37, the target is seen to first enter the cloud after 
approximately 13 minutes but then, due to the ballistic re-entry of fragments from 
the cloud's leading edge, it abruptly leaves the cloud again and does not re-enter it 
until around 62 minutes has elapsed. It can be seen that during this encounter, in 
which the target passes close to the cloud's first whole-revolution pinch point, the 
debris density varies by nearly four orders of magnitude. The matching of results 
between the DEBRJSS.l simulation and the TARGETS. 1 run with pseudo-IMPACT j. (70z,f,j%)f07v /L/v/Lzyi/sis  20G 
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Figure 6.37; Case 1 ; Fragment density encountered by target during first 100 
minutes after breakup, TARGETS. 1 simulation 
though it passes though the cloud close to its centroid. The lower debris densities 
are offset, however, by higher encounter velocities. The matching of results between 
the equivalent DEBRIS3.1 and TARGETS.1 simulation is very good once again. As 
in case 1, the use of BREAKUPS.0 to model the fragmentation event is shown to 
produce longer higher-risk cloud-target encounters. 
Figures 6.39-6.41 show the distribution of collision probability as a function of 
encounter velocity magnitude, azimuth angle and elevation angle. The TARGETS. 1 
results are generated using pseudo-IMPACTS.O input and again arc observed to be 
in good agreement with the DEBRISS.l predictions. Figure 6.39a is almost symmet-
rical, corresponding to the symmetrical nature of the debris flux encountered as the 
target passes through the debris cloud. The encounter velocities are very high and 
are primarily dependent upon the orientation of the cloud and target orbit planes. 
The empty velocity bins in Figure 6.39b can be attributed to the larger simulation 
step size used by TARGETS. 1 compared with DEBRISS.l, This produces fewer 
data points and hence fewer calculated encounter velocities. Figure 6.40 shows I,hat 
the in-plane encounter direction is distributed around the satellite orbital velocity 
vector, i.e. the fragments are coming 'head-on'. The out-of-plane encounter direc-
tion, shown in Figure 6.41, is concentral.ed in two regions that are symmetric about 6. ff/l/5/UtD /IjVyULirSjK) 2l() 
BREAKUPS.0 cloud as it did inside the pseudo-IMPACTS.O cloud. The additional 
risk of collision was small, however, due to the rapid fall-off of debris density away 
from the cloud centroid. 
Comparison # 2 
Introduction 
On February 7, 1994, the Clementine/Titan II second stage (G-11) unexpectedly 
fragmented, spreading debris throughout the LEO environment. The debris cloud 
produced by the breakup was potentially hazardous to two manned orbiting vehicles, 
the U.S. space shuttle Discovery and the Russian space station Mir. A hazard 
analysis was performed by The Aerospace Corporation while the shuttle was still 
in orbit in an attempt to quantify the collision risks to the two manned vehicles. 
The results of the initial analysis and a follow-up study are presented in [121]. 
This provides an excellent opportunity for results validation on a 'real-life' example. 
The study involves the modelling of the fragmentation event, graphical depiction 
of the evolving debris cloud, and the assessment of collision hazards. It, therefore, 
encompasses all the major constituent simulation parts of the SDS software suite. 
Such a real-life analysis, carried out in real-time, also illustrates the importance of 
being able to accurately model fragmentation events and the short-term risk they 
pose to orbiting spacecraft. Had a high-risk encounter been predicted for the shuttle, 
for example, evasive manoeuvres could have been taken to minimise the collision risk, 
provided that risk exceeded acceptable levels and that the objectives of the mission 
were not severely impaired. 
Breakup simulation 
The U.S. Space Surveillance Network detected over 700 fragments from the Clemen-
tine /Titan II second stage breakup. The low altitude of the rocket orbit pre-breakup 
(240km near circular, 67 degrees inclination) meant, however, that a significant pro-
portion of the debris produced is likely to have re-entered the Earth's atmosphere 
before it could be de{,ectcd. The maximum apogee altitude of a trackcxl fragment 211 
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Figure 6.42; Fragment size distributions of Clementine/Titan II fragmentation. 
was approximately 1700km, indicating that a considerable amount of energy was 
associated with the fragmentation. 
The fragmentation is modelled in [121] by IMPACT as an explosion with breakup 
energy of 30MJ. An explosion was considered to be the most likely cause of the 
fragmentation due to the stage's inability to vent or deplete residual fuel or oxidiser. 
An estimate for the energy associated with the event was determined from the spread 
velocities of the trackable fragments. Figure 6.42a shows the fragment number 
distribution for the event generated by IMPACT. 1940 fragments are produced by 
the simulation, with debris of around 10cm in size being the most populous. The 
fragment size distribution produced by BREAKUP4.0 is shown in Figure 6.42b. 
The fragmentation was modelled as a scenario 4 explosion with breakup energy of 
30MJ. 740 fragments of 1cm in size and larger were generated. The two curves in 
Figure 6.42 are similar in shape, with peaks at approximately the same debris sizes, 
but the BREAKUP4.0 curve is more uneven due to the randomised spread made 
about the nominal distribution. The factor of 2.6 difference between the number 214 
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Figure 6.45; Orbital geometry of cloud and shuttle at time of first encounter, 34 
minutes after breakup. 
locations of cloud-target encounters to be visually determined. It should be noted 
that a target 'encounter' with BREAKUP4.0 cloud type 2 may not necessarily be 
graphically depicted with the target exactly inside the cloud shape or precisely co-
incident with a fragment. The target may be inside a populated spread velocity 
cell but may still appear to be physically outside the cloud. This is a fundamen-
tal difference between the two BREAKUP4.0 cloud types and the interpretation of 
their evolved shapes. Being inside the graphical cloud shape is a necessary condi-
tion for an encounter with the isotropic cloud model because the cloud boundaries 
are depicted (c.f. section 6.6.1). The actual fragment positions are shown for the 
non-isotropic model cloud, but the cloud's spread velocity space cell structure is 
used for determining collision hazard. The cell boundaries are not shown on the 
EVOLUTIONS.0 cloud depictions. Figure 6.46 shows the debris cloud penetration 
by STS-60 215 minutes after breakup. Here the shuttle appears to pass though the 
cloud in a region of particularly high debris density. This is substantiated by the 
collision hazard analysis discussed next. The general matching of debris cloud char-
acteristics and relative target positions between the DCSIM and EVOLUTIONS.0 
simulations can be seen to be very good. 6. (TOf/IuKSfOTV VlTV/livT/SJf;  219 
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Figure 6.49; Debris flux versus impact azimuth angle. 
MASTER debris fluxes on satellite in ERS-1 type orbit 
In [124], the MASTER Engineering Application is used to calculate the orbit-
aTwaragpsd (ietxris fluxexs oii sfxiceciraft in an I3RS-1 tyi)e orbit. TThe orbit iised 
for ERS-1 is virtually identical to that employed for EN VIS AT-1 in sections 6.5.2 
and 6.5.4. The total debris flux calculated for fragments 1mm in size and larger is 
% 1.3 X IQ-^ impacts per per year (compared with % 3.0 x 10"^ for natural par-
ticles). The encountered debris flux versus impact velocity distribution generated is 
shown in Figure 6.48. The peak debris flux comes from impact velocities that are 
around twice the circular velocity of the target orbit altitude. From this it can be 
deduced that head-on encounters dominate in terms of encountered debris flux, and 
hence collision probability. This finding is supported by Figure 6.49 which indicates 
that impact azimuth angles between ±20 degrees provide the dominant source of 
debris flux. The ram face of the target is thus the most at risk from debris impacts, 
with the absence of azimuth angles above ±100 degrees observed suggesting that 
the trailing surface is the safest. The distribution of debris flux with respect to 
elevation angle in Figure 6.50 shows that the highest debris flux comes from within 
the target horizontal plane, with almost no contributions from encounters outside 220 
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Figure 6.50: Debris flux versus impact elevation angle. 
±10 degrees. 
Discussion 
The average background debris flux estimated by the MASTER model for a tar-
get satellite in an ERS-1 type orbit is several orders of magnitude lower than the 
peak cloud fluxes that TARGET has shown can be experienced for certain breakup 
scenarios. The MASTER background debris flux level corresponds to a mean colli-
sion probability of % 2.5 x 10~®/m^/minute. This is around an order of magnitude 
higher than the background collision probability calculated using the NASA engi-
neering model [113] in section 6.5.2, but larger fragments (>lcm) were considered 
there. In general, whether a satellite experiences a significant increase in debris flux 
on passing through a cloud of fragments is dependent upon several factors. Cloud 
encounters soon after the fragmentation or near the cloud's pinch locations during 
the first few orbits post-breakup can produce order of magnitude increases in the 
debris flux incident upon the target object. Away from the pinch locations, the 
increase in collision risk is less dramatic, especially once the cloud has had time 
to disperse around the parent orbit. The severity and cause of the fragmentation Cff/ijsgrz&Ft 6. (:oZvi,iszoiv jLfv/iZvyisfs 221 
event is also important. For explosive breakups, such as the fragmentation of the 
SPOT-1 Ariane third stage modelled in section 6.5.4, the density of debris in the 
cloud can actually be much lower than in the background environment. Due to the 
energies associated with hypervelocity impacts, however, and the large numbers of 
small debris produced, it is estimated that the debris densities in clouds formed by 
collisions can be orders of magnitude higher than those experienced outside. 
The debris fluxes predicted by the MASTER model suggest that by far the most 
likely impact scenario is a head-on collision with the ram face at virtually twice 
orbital velocity. The probability of an impact on one of the other faces is generally 
factors to orders of magnitude lower. The distribution of collision risk over the 
spacecraft is virtually uniform for both the Earth-Space and Orbit normal-Negative 
orbit normal opposite surface pairs. The examination of debris flux directionality 
in sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.4 showed that for an arbitrary target passage through 
a debris cloud, the simple impact probability distribution described above cannot 
be readily assumed. The relative orientation of the target and cloud orbits, and 
the orbit propagation scheme employed in the simulation, can produce distinctly 
different distributions of collision probability over the target surfaces and a wide 
range of possible impact velocities. The ram face is most often still found to be 
the most likely to be hit but the other surfaces can conceivably have comparable 
or possibly even greater collision probabilities associated with them, including the 
trailing and space faces. 
6.6.5 Use of Retrieved Spacecraft Debris Impact Data 
Introduction 
The Long Duration Exposure Facility 
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) [37] spacecraft was deployed by the 
Challenger space shuttle orbiter on April 7, 1984. Placed in a nearly circular orbit 
at an altitude of 480km and with an orbital inclination of 28.5 degrees, its mission 
was to sample the near-Earth environment for 9 months. The entire spacecraft was The 'May swarm' 
One of the most prominent multiple orbit event sequences observed by IDE was the 
'May Swarm'. The May swarm began on May 13, 1984, and can be characterised 
as being of low intensity (around 3 impacts per orbit) and long duration. The May 
MOES lasted for over 20 days (300 LDEF orbits), with several hundred impacts 
recorded on the IDE trays facing in the LDEF ram direction and towards the south 
pole of the orbit, the majority occurring on the south-facing tray. The distribution 
of impacts recorded by the high-sensitivity detectors is shown in Figure 6.51. Fig-
ure 6.51 is produced by transforming the impact tray directions in the May swarm 
portion of the original IDE dataset [37] to TARGET surface numbers. The stan-
dard surface numbering scheme is employed (Figure 6.4) to denote the LDEF surface 
directions, (i.e. south=3, ram=4). 
The application of the Method of Differential Precession in [125, 126] calculated 
the following element values for the particle orbits, at the^poch corresponding to the 
onset of the May swarm ; a=6746.5km, e=0.0165-0.0250, 2=66.55 degrees, Q=179.0 
degrees and w=178.1 degrees. One of the candidate orbits (e=0.017) was then 
chosen for a series of checks on the results of the method. The first check involved 
the computation of the particle velocity of impact over the duration of the May 
swarm. These velocities were then resolved into components along the LDEF body 
axes in order to determine the impact speeds on the IDE trays (Figure 6.52a [126]). 
For this particular orbit, only the south tray and the ram-facing tray were struck, 
with the south impact speed being larger than that for the other tray for most of 
the encounter. This is in good agreement with the IDE observations of the May 
swarm, in which these same two trays recorded large numbers of impacts, with the 
south tray receiving the most hits. The second check consisted of a comparison of 
the sky track of the points of closest approach between the two orbits to the sky 
positions of the individual impacts comprising the May swarm (Figure 6.52b [126]). 
Again the agreement was favourable, with the sky track of close approach passing 
neatly through a diffuse band of impact positions. 6. yL7V/lZ,YlST(;  22G 
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Figure 6.51; Surface distribution of May swarm impacts. 
May MOES simulation using BREAKUP and TARGET 
Tiie orbital geometry and distribution of impacts associated with the May MOES 
can be represented using BREAKUP, EVOLUTION and TARGET. There is no 
'breakup' as such in this example but the longevity of the swarm suggests that the 
debris ring is replenished by a source object during the time spanned by the MOES. 
Micron-sized particles existing at the time of the onset of the May swarm would 
almost certainly re-enter long before the end of the MOES under the influence of 
atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure. BREAKUP4.0 is not designed to 
model the low-velocity ejection or shedding of debris from an object over a long 
time period. The ring of debris which caused the May MOES is, therefore, created 
by BREAKUP4.0 using a low-velocity isotropic ejection to form a ring of debris 
closely around the 'breakup' orbit, which is taken to correspond to the particle 
test orbit used in the Method of Differential Precession results checks above. The 
fragmentation is timed to occur long enough before the start of the MOES to allow 
the debris to drift completely around the orbit and form a ring-like structure. The 6. (:0Z,f,jK)f07v 229 
involved are too small. The micro-particulates detected by the experiment are most 
likely to have been generated by continuous or long-duration sources, e.g. from 
spacecraft surface degradation, fuel leakage or solid rocket motor ejecta. Hyperve-
locity impacts are another candidate source of very small debris, but the compound 
uncertainties involved in the orbit propagation of such particles and the modelling 
of their generation mean that being able to satisfactorily match micro-particulate 
impacts with potential collision victims is an extremely difficult task. The far less 
ambitious simulation attempted here with BREAKUP4.0 and TARGET4.0 shows 
that the May MOES experienced by the IDE was almost certainly caused by a ring of 
debris in an eccentric orbit, with the distribution of impacts recorded being directly 
attributable to the orbital geometry involved. Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
7.1 Overview 
The modelling of on-orbit fragmentations and the hazard they pose to orbiting 
spacecraft is a complex problem. The organisation of this thesis has reflected the 
multi-stage nature of the overall problem, which in tyrn also provides a logical 
subdivision of module tasks in the suite of simulation codes. Most of the thesis has 
concentrated upon the simulation software developed, the methodologies employed 
and the use of the programs in case studies and results validation exercises. This is 
entirely appropriate as the software developed represents the bulk of the work carried 
out for the PhD degree and is the medium through which the novel developments 
made are illustrated and tested. 
This concluding and summarising chapter is subdivided in the same way as the 
thesis and the main programs in the SDS software suite. Each of the aspects of 
debris cloud modelling considered is briefly summarised and the novel developments 
made in the work described here are clearly outlined. The major findings from the 
numerous analyses performed are re-iterated and the implications of the findings to 
spacecraft operation and design are discussed where appropriate. 
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7.2 Breakup Modelling 
Empirical and semi-empirical breakup models are employed almost without excep-
tion in debris cloud and orbital environment simulations. These are by far the 
easiest and quickest methods to implement and such techniques generally offer a 
good first approximation to the events they attempt to model. Uncertainties still 
exist in even the most widely used and accepted of these models, however. The very 
nature of fragmentation events generally precludes the formation of simple, mean-
ingful, analytical representations. Modelling the physics of impacts and explosions 
results in complex formulae and the need for considerable computing power. Each 
fragmentation scenario must also be treated individually. The use of empirically-
derived relationships, which describe a breakup in terms of the numbers, masses 
and velocities of the fragments produced, in conjunction with analytical equations 
which enforce the principles of conservation of mass, momentum and energy, is con-
sidered to be an acceptable compromise. The versatility^-and speed of the approach 
almost always outweigh any potential misgivings regarding the absolute accuracy 
and widespread applicability of the models. 
No new fragment distribution equations or breakup models were developed here 
because this was not the objective of the work, nor was such an undertaking prac-
tical or appropriate. Instead a selection of the best known and validated fragment 
distribution expressions was employed and the emphasis was placed on how these 
distributions were utilised in producing debris clouds. In particular, the generation 
and usage of non-isotropic debris ejection velocity spreads was investigated and a 
new parametric technique was developed for biasing the nominally random selection 
of ejection directions to explicitly control the shape of the debris cloud. The model 
proved to be simple to use, is extremely versatile in its application and has been 
validated successfully through the use of actual breakup event data. The transfor-
mation of the non-isotropic debris spread into a spherical polar coordinate spread 
velocity cell structure has also enabled non-isotropic debris clouds to be used in 
collision hazard assessments for the first time. The significance of this development 
is discussed in section 7.5. CtUVCLUSTONS 232 
7.3 Fragment Trajectory Calculation 
Accurate calculation of the trajectories of the fragments produced by a breakup event 
is fundamental to any study which seeks to explore the complex dynamics of a debris 
cloud, determine its lifetime or estimate the collision risk posed to spacecraft which 
encounter it. Hence trajectory calculation, although not strictly a task specific to 
the modelling of debris clouds, is a topic of sufficient importance to warrant special 
and separate consideration. 
Numerous methods have been proposed in the literature for the fast and efficient 
determination of fragment locations post-breakup, utilising both linearised and full 
equations of motion, and also relative and geocentric inertial reference frames. A 
number of these methods have been examined in this thesis and implemented for 
the first time into a single computer code for convenient and direct comparison. 
The simplest of these, the linearised state transition, matrix methods, are seen to 
break-down once the debris has begun to disperse around the parent orbit. A novel 
second-order state-transition matrix method has, therefore, been developed here to 
investigate the useful limits of such relative motion techniques. The new method is 
seen to offer a considerable improvement over the linearised approaches but is found 
to break down itself once the debris has become more than half an orbit revolution 
either ahead of or behind the breakup centre of mass. 
For simulations of more than a few hours and breakups of realistic severity, the 
full equations of motion need to be employed and debris orbits propagated in a geo-
centric inertial frame. A large number of orbit propagation techniques are available, 
ranging from straightforward analytic Keplerian propagation to high-accuracy spe-
cialised numerical integration schemes. The main requirements for the orbit prop-
agator used in the debris cloud evolution and collision hazard assessment studies 
described in this thesis were speed of operation, ease of implementation and an ac-
ceptable level of accuracy. Speed was a major driver because debris cloud evolution 
involves the propagation of a large number of orbits, and the numerical minimisation 
routine in the collision hazard determination code iterates on the propagator. The analytic orbit propagation technique to model the effects of J2 and drag perturba-
tions on the growth of a debris cloud in the first few hours after breakup shows that 
the locations of highest debris density are shifted and the densities reduced when 
compared with the ideal case. Accurate determination of the locations of debris 
concentrations following a fragmentation event and the levels of debris density as-
sociated with them is important for the assessment of collision risks for spacecraft 
which encounter them, as discussed in the next section. 
The results from the cloud evolution analyses are validated in two ways, firstly 
through the comparison of the cloud shapes predicted for a benchmark example 
with those produced by another cloud model, and secondly through the genera-
tion of decayed Gabbard diagrams and comparison with actual event data. The 
combination of the breakup model non-isotropic cloud representation and the de-
bris evolution software tool is shown to form a realistic and integrated facility for 
modelling fragmentation events and the subsequent spread of the debris produced. 
7.5 Collision Hazard Assessment 
The collision hazard posed by a debris cloud to spacecraft which pass through it acts 
in addition to that routinely experienced as a result of the background environment. 
Due to the passage of natural particles through near Earth space and the remnants 
of man's exploits in orbit, the orbital environment poses a constant, but variable, 
hazard to all spacecraft which operate within it. Explosions and collisions between 
objects in orbit only serve to increase this hazard, and can do so dramatically for 
short periods of time following an event. The main objective of the PhD research 
programme has been to quantify the additional collision hazard caused by l)reaku)i 
events and investigate the likelihood of collisions occurring for a variety of cloud-
target scenarios. 
The use of probabilistic continuum dynamics in the area of debris cloud collision 
hazard assessment has produced a major step forward in the scope and realism ol' 
the simulations that can be performed. The method circumvents the necnl for an C%%VGLL#Z0A5 23G 
the associated debris risk to constellation configurations based upon the Iridium^ ®^^ 
and Teledesic concepts investigated. Special attention was given to the issue of a 
chain reaction occurring within the framework of a constellation as a direct result 
of a constellation satellite or launch vehicle breakup. It was found that the greatest 
threat to a constellation comes from the collision-induced breakup of one of its 
satellites, with such an event producing a significant collision probability increase 
for the constellation in the short-term. In the long-term, the likelihood of a cascade 
fragmentation occurring within a constellation was found to be remote. Secondary 
debris impacts were shown to be a real possibility, however, including the possibility 
of secondary catastrophic fragmentations. 
The collision hazard analysis algorithm was validated primarily through the 
comparison of results with another computer code, the Aerospace Corporation's 
DEBRIS. This program was developed completely independently to the model pre-
sented here and although it addresses the same fundamental problem and does so 
in a similar fashion, the implementation of the probabilistic continuum dynamics 
method contains a number of basic differences. Furthermore, the version of DEBRIS 
used to generate the published results used for comparison does not possess many of 
the features present in the model developed here. The consideration of atmospheric 
drag, a direct interface with a non-isotropic cloud model, the use of a cellular target 
spacecraft representation and impact energy-related damage assessment algorithm, 
and a built-in satellite constellation facility are all novel advances in the area of 
debris cloud collision hazard analysis that have been presented in this thesis. 
The agreement observed between the two simulation codes provided a good de-
gree of mutual results validation and was well within the bounds of uncertainty 
introduced by the fragmentation models employed. The simulation of the Clemen-
tine/Titan II breakup was a particularly important exercise as this not only rep-
resented a real-life fragmentation event for which a collision hazard analysis was 
performed while the cloud was still fairly young but also a situation where two 
manned spacecraft were in orbit at the time of the fragmentation and which subse-
quently encountered the debris cloud. This example showed that modelling breakup (%fAPTE#7. (X)NCLUSK]NS 237 
events and the short-term collision hazards they pose is not purely an academic 
exercise but is a capability which can be required and used in an actual operational 
spaceflight scenario. 
Comparison with the ESA MASTER model showed that the risks associated 
with debris cloud encounters are markedly different from those experienced from 
the background environment, in both the magnitudes and the directions of the 
debris fluxes encountered. The impact velocities and geometries resulting from a 
cloud-target encounter are highly variable and dependent upon the orbital geometry 
involved and the severity of the fragmentation. It is shown that the target ram face 
will not always receive the majority of debris hits. . 
The calculation of collision probabilities and encounter geometries for the pas-
sage of an object through a debris cloud is something that is extremely difficult to 
validate with real data. Impact data from retrieved spacecraft surfaces offer the 
only real, tangible, evidence of the orbital debris en^ronment. Up until now, only 
the LDEF IDE experiment has provided the spatio-temporal resolution of debris 
impacts necessary to reveal the existence of debris clouds and to enable their orbits 
to be determined. A subset of this data is used in this thesis to successfully sim-
ulate the collision geometry of one of the debris swarms experienced by the IDE, 
but because the particles are not generated by a fragmentation event as such, only 
relative fluxes can actually be simulated. 
7.6 Further Work 
The IDE data provides a valuable and unique spatio-temporal insight into the ex-
treme anisotropy of the near-Earth particulate environment. A significant propor-
tion of the untracked orbital debris population seems to be contained in debris 
swarms or clouds, with particle densities possibly orders of magnitude higher than 
the estimated mean. These particles are created by a variety of sources, including 
spacecraft surface shedding, liquid leakage and solid rocket motor firings. Being able 
to model such sources of debris in addition to actual 'fragmentation' events would (%iAPTER7. 238 
enable data like that obtained from the IDE experiment, and more recently from En-
romir, to be simulated directly. Dealing with very small particles has its difficulties, 
however, and their large surface area-to-mass ratios would require s|)ecial attention 
in orbit propagation, with solar radiation pressure and aerodynamic drag being of 
considerable importance. The collision hazard analysis algorithm may also need 
special refinement to cope with the additional orbit perturbation effects introduced. 
The coupling of a debris generation model with a collision risk assessment tool to 
directly simulate IDE-type debris swarm impacts is conceptually almost identical 
to the analysis described in this thesis which focuses upon the debris from breakup 
events. Indeed, much of the same code could be utilised for such a purpose. Be-
ing able to analyse and understand data from spaceflight experiments is extremely 
important and so such an avenue of work is of particular interest. 
Another possible area for future work would be the improvement of the transfer 
orbit solution procedure used in the collision hazard- analysis code. For fragmen-
tation events that produce large debris ejection velocities, and studies that look to 
compute collision probabilities over days rather than hours for example, long pro-
gram run times can result due to the number of possible debris orbits that need to 
be considered. There is no time-scale beyond which the probabilistic dynamics ap-
proach should not be used, but simulation run times may themselves be considered 
to put a limit on the usefulness of the technique. The incorporation of perturbation 
effects, particularly J2, into the analytical part of the algorithm would considerably 
enhance the initial solution estimates passed to the numerical minimisation rou-
tine and hence would reduce simulation run times accordingly. Speed of program 
operation is especially important when considering large satellite constellations. 
A final suggestion for an avenue of future work relates to the representation of 
the target spacecraft and the assessment of impact damage. The use of a more re-
alistic spacecraft model would enable effects such as shielding from solar arrays and 
deployed antennae to be explored and a more detailed study of the effects of a debris 
impact on the operation and survivability of the spacecraft to be investigated. The 
determination of impact damage following a predicted debris encounter essentially 